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1. INTRODUCTION

Half of European display ad revenue is traded programmatically and

programmatic advertising has reached a market value of more than €8bn.

Programmatic is now a key imperative for advertisers, agencies and

publishers alike. The way in which ads are traded via programmatic methods

has evolved with various mechanisms now available such as open auction,

guaranteed and private marketplaces. One of the key evolutions in the

programmatic trading industry has been header bidding which has impacted

the way in which inventory is bought and sold and the auction

dynamics. This white paper explores header bidding including: the basics of

what it is and how it works; recent header bidding developments; the

challenges and opportunities for buy-side and sell-side stakeholders. It also

provides guidance on the key considerations and impacts for buy-side and

sell-side stakeholders implementing header bidding strategies.

https://www.iabeurope.eu/research-thought-leadership/programmatic/iab-europe-report-european-programmatic-market-sizing-2016/
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2. WHAT IS HEADER BIDDING?

Header bidding is a methodology that allows a standard ad server to

optimise inventory delivery across multiple demand sources by offering the

same available impression to all demand sources in parallel instead of one

after another. This process is relatively new.

A basic principle of ad serving is that ad servers are built to manage single

campaigns and optimise delivery in order to ensure each campaign fulfils

the delivery goal within the defined runtime. Programmatic advertising or

real-time bidding (RTB) technologies such as supply side platforms (SSP)

follow a completely different logic as they are not necessarily built to

optimise single campaigns but to create competition between multiple

buyers for each single impression using an auction mechanism. The

optimisation is first and foremost price based.
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On the buy-side, campaigns are optimised by the buyers using demand side

platforms (DSP) that correspond with the SSPs via an API. Header bidding

enables a bridge to be built between both logics.

Header bidding is mostly used where holistic yield optimisation is missing -

either across direct booked campaigns (IO) and RTB based ad delivery or

across multiple SSPs. In an ideal world, the primary ad technology platform

would provide its publisher clients with a true server-side holistic view across

all demand partners with every buying technology integrated via an API

using the OpenRTB protocol. But reality seems far away from this. Many

agencies and ad networks are still buying based on tags instead of using RTB.

Most standard ad serving technologies can only manage different demand

sources in a waterfall setup which makes profound yield optimisation

impossible.

Especially in display advertising, many publishers are using multiple SSPs to

spread their offer to as many potential buyers as possible. To avoid

waterfalls, header bidding is used to optimise across the SSPs and maximise

yield.
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Example of an ad serving setup without header bidding

(waterfall example)

The order of demand sources is handled via priority settings, waterfalls (via

pass-backing) or a combination of both.

Ad placement tag or video player SDK calls the ad server
Direct Sold campaigns usually run first (as delivery is 
guaranteed)

Unsold inventory gets redirected to SSP 1

Redirect to other demand source (e.g. ad 
network)

Redirect to SSP 2
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Example of an ad serving setup with header bidding

Page loads header wrapper

Calls header tags (SSP(s) and/or other demand sources)

Receives bids from demand sources and determines the 
winner (highest bid)

Enriches the ad call to the ad server with bid Information

Passes tag into ad placement or video player

Ad server conducts holistic decision between direct 
campaigns and other demand sources bidding through 
header tag

Requests ad from the winner of holistic auction via booked 
line item

Delivers ad
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2.1 How does Header Bidding Work?

Header bidding requires Javascript (JS) execution and can therefore only live

in HTML enabled desktop or mobile environments. As final ad delivery is

served via the primary ad server, a publisher must setup a campaign line

item per demand partner per potential clearing price. This enables standard

ad server reporting to be able to give an overview of programmatic revenues

generated on external platforms.

The bids need to be standardised as different partners could be

using different formats. To date there is no central standardisation in place

for header bidding like there is for RTB with the OpenRTB protocol.

Therefore, the bid-responses need to be converted into the correct ad-call

syntax of the publisher ad server. This is done via a JS based logic called a

header wrapper which has to be implemented into the source of a

publisher’s web page. The JS logic conducts the translation between

different bid-response-formats and different ad systems a publisher might

use. For the necessary header wrapper, there are various solutions available.

The most prominent open source solutions are prebid and pubfood, however

pubfood doesn’t support video at the current time.

http://prebid.org/
http://pubfood.org/
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The following are mandatory parameters to be transmitted from the header

information collected by the header wrapper and transferred by the header

tag:

▶ (Ad server-) Publisher-ID

▶ (Ad server-) Site-ID

▶ Ad format

▶ Placement width and height

▶ Callback name

▶ Optional parameters:

▶ Max duration of a spot (for video)

▶ Floorprice

2.2 Benefits of Header Bidding

Instead of having an unknown place in a waterfall or priority setting within a

publisher’s ad server, each demand partner is offered the same available

impression(s) and therefore has the chance to see the full audience and

reach of the supply partner. On this basis, the publisher is likely to receive

significantly more bids for each impression offered. The final auction can

happen within a publisher ad server that is normally not designed for this

purpose.

As a result, buyers have increased access to the inventory they may be

looking for and the publishers can further optimise their yield. The

opportunities of header bidding are further explored in section 3.
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2.3 Challenges of Header Bidding

Integrating multiple demand partners on the browser side increases

latencies. The time it takes to call all the demand partners via header

bidding is in addition to the ad server ad call and delivery process. Each and

every demand partner can potentially add a pixel to the user client and

combine the data with reach and contextual information – even when not

buying the impression. The ad operations process to book hundreds or more

line items per demand partner to reflect price buckets can be time

consuming and resource-heavy.

Within header bidding, only first-price auction or fixed CPM is supported as

the ad server can’t determine a second highest bid. This conflicts with the

established RTB models which are based on second price auction. The

challenges of header bidding are further explored in section 3.

GDPR has brought, and the future ePrivacy regulation, will bring further

challanges to header bidding. If a publisher has integrated a Consent

Management Platform (CMP) to fetch an encoded string representing the

user’s consent choices for data processing, the CMP has to be supported by

the header bidding API. This requires a specific module to be added to the

code that fetches the consent information from the CMP and incorporates

this into the auction objects shared with the SSPs or other demand partners.
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Supporting the CMP is becoming more importance as SSPs will soon have to

provide this string in their bid requests to the DSPs.

To date, there is no market standard for the technical header bidding

support for CMPs but some header bidding solutions such as prebid provide

basic documentation on the concept.

2.4 Further Use Cases

Holistic delivery across ad placements and ad types
Programmatic demand technologies (and businesses) often specialise in 

certain media types, such as standard display, video, rich media or native 

ads etc. Consequently, so do SSPs.

If publishers want to build holistic ad delivery on the same placements but 

with different ad types (e.g. out-stream video vs. rich media in-page), they 

often have no choice but to use different SSPs to get the highest ad quality 

and the highest programmatic yield. As explained above, header bidding can 

provide a holistic auction across these multiple SSPs.

Agency marketplace

Agency networks have often tried to find a way to move closer to a

publisher’s website, player or app in order to have better view of available

ad inventory.
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However, as usually only one SDK or ad server tag is integrated into the

browser directly (the one from the sales house or the publisher ad server),

agencies have found it difficult to get to this setup with their own technology

and were therefore dependent on the ad calls from the publisher ad platform

(or bid requests from publisher SSPs) that are out of their control.

Since header bidding provides the option to have multiple platforms bidding

into the same placement in parallel, some agency networks or trading desks

have been able to host their own marketplace on a given SSP, manage the

bought inventory centrally and sell it to the agencies in their network. This

can provide the agencies within this network higher transparency and better

optimisation capabilities as they would no longer buy single inventory deals

from publishers but from a trading desk that belongs to the same group.
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3. THE EVOLUTION OF HEADER 
BIDDING AND AUCTION DYNAMICS

The initial role of supply side platforms (SSP) was to aggregate demand for a

publisher by integrating with relevant demand partners (DSPs). At the start,

only one SSP was needed to accomplish this goal. In this environment,

buyers lacked concrete insights into what a fair price might be. To solve this,

second-price auctions were adopted as an industry standard as they gave

buyers an incentive and peace of mind to bid based on the value they

attached to the impression(s). The publisher created a set floor price and the

middle ground / ideal price was then established between the first and

second-price bids.

But, with time and the evolution of the industry, the number of SSPs and

DSPs grew significantly. Publishers then needed multiple SSPs, all of which

had to be integrated, in order to access total demand from the buy-side.
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The solution to this was the introduction of “waterfalls”, a cascading series

of SSP calls that solved the problem of multiple SSPs but led to a host of

secondary issues. The prioritisation of demand partners based on historic

pricing and static linear rules created an inefficient marketplace.

Eliminating waterfalls and their added complexity and related issues was

one of the leading reasons for the emergence of header bidding solutions.

The waterfalls created latency while failing to give publishers the very thing

they’d initially been implemented to do i.e. delivery of the best single

impression value. Header bidding provided a mechanism for publishers to

hold a unified auction upstream from the ad server. By making parallel calls

to programmatic demand partners within the header of a page, publishers

are able to access real-time pricing data on an impression-by-impression

level. This technique allows publishers to increase yield by leveraging the

dynamics of real-time bidding to inform ad serving decisions. Soon, header

bidding evolved from a tactic used by tech-savvy publishers to capture

incremental spend to becoming a central component of most publishers’

programmatic strategies.

With header bidding, a publisher is able to receive winning bids from

multiple SSPs compared in parallel and to decide on the overall best price

across all of them. But for every single SSP (and all integrated DSPs) it means

that they suddenly have to handle an increased amount of requests without

an actual promise to monetise the impression by rendering the ad.
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Apart from impressions dedicated to guaranteed delivery that, within a

traditional publisher ad server, comes before non-guaranteed or price

priority (and header bidding demand as well), there is also competition

between SSPs in choosing the best clearing price.

Even with different floor prices, soft floor prices and different methods

applied in order to pick the clearing price, the bid prices passed from the SSP

to header bidding for the final bid price isn’t necessarily the value the

advertiser was willing to pay. This potentially means less revenue for the

publisher and a decrease in an advertiser’s ability to win the impressions

they want.

Header bidding has also introduced some operational and technical

challenges. The integration process has been cumbersome; each new tag

required support from publishers’ engineering teams and, with limited

reporting infrastructure, ad operations teams lost the ability to manually

intervene to exchange partners’ performance. Wrapper solutions emerged in

order to solve these problems. A wrapper acts as a container of all the

header tags that the publisher would like to use, making it easier for

publishers to complete integrations. Some wrappers are based on open

source technology like prebid and pubfood and others are based on

proprietary technology.

http://prebid.org/
http://pubfood.org/
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3.1 Recent Developments

Server-side header bidding
Significant strides have been made as header bidding has matured over the

past few years. Among the most prominent has been the transition to server-

to-server (S2S) header bidding and wrappers as a solution to better manage

latency. S2S header bidding moves most of the execution from the browser

to a technology provider’s infrastructure, making the page lighter so content

and ads load faster, resulting in less impact on user experience. S2S also

allows for faster response times between demand side platforms (DSP) and

sell side platforms (SSP).
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S2S header bidding is still in early stages but holds a lot of potential to help

publishers achieve increased speed and monetisation. For a variety of

reasons, such as the availability of demand or the complexity of managing

user syncs across demand partners, some publishers are not ready to move

completely to S2S. These publishers can leverage a hybrid solution, which

combines client-side and server-side header bidding, thus improving access

to demand and improving monetisation.

Move to first-price
Changes driven largely by the proliferation of header bidding have impacted

how auctions operate. Inconsistencies across header bidding auctions and

lack of transparency into how each auction operates has created an

environment where buyers do not have visibility into whether auctions are

being closed at first or second-price. This makes it difficult for buyers to set

bidding strategies that allow them to simultaneously maintain access to

impressions and consistently increase spend. To address these concerns,

many SSPs and DSPs have transitioned to submitting first-price bids in

header bidding transactions. To support this shift, SSPs and DSPs leverage

the IAB Tech Lab OpenRTB 2.3 and 2.5 specs and pass the auction type and

destination flags (“at=1”, “fd=0/1”) in the bidstream. These parameters

empower DSPs to set the appropriate bidding strategies based on the type of

auction they are participating in.
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Mobile app header bidding
App publishers today largely rely on a mediation process of multiple

exchanges in a waterfall and multiple software development kits (SDK) for

monetisation. Multiple SDKs make the app heavier and impact performance,

and installing them can take up limited engineering resources. Additionally,

adding a new demand partner directly in an app requires the developer to

update the app on Google Play or the Apple App Store, which requires a non-

trivial release process.

Server-side in-app header bidding (also known as parallel bidding) leverages

a lightweight and flexible code that requires a one-time installation in the

app. Any subsequent exchange / SSP adaptors are integrated within the

server, which makes a call to the respective exchange. This methodology has

several benefits. It simplifies the integration of new demand sources by

reducing the technical complexity managed within the app, and also speeds

up the activation and deactivation of demand sources. As a result, publishers

do not have to wait for weeks to modify their app and get Google Play or the

Apple App Store to approve the modifications. Fewer changes to the ad tech

dimensions of apps allow publishers to spend more time on their core

features, and limit the risks introduced by frequent release processes.

Latency is also reduced because the technology provider’s infrastructure,

rather than the handheld device, handles the majority of the ad call process.

The publisher does not need to rely on the computational power of the

user’s device, resulting in better latency controls, potentially more

successful bid responses, improved auction dynamics and better

monetisation.
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4. CHALLENGES AND 
OPPORTUNITIES 

4.1 Buy-Side Challenges

The biggest challenge that header bidding has introduced to the buy-side is 

finding the new equilibrium price. Now that the same impression 

reaches the bidders from multiple sources, it has become crucial for the 

buy-side platforms to be aware of the bid request context, otherwise bids 

submitted to seemingly independent auctions actually compete with each 

other thus raising the auction clearing price. At the same time, buyers that 

are used to second-price auctions as the de-facto standard of auction 

mechanics often treated the bid prices in fixed-bidding scenarios as a value 

indicator, rather than actual CPM they’re willing to pay. Initiatives have been 

undertaken to improve this situation, however the adoption of transaction ID 

(part of OpenRTB) is still low which means it’s in the hands of DSPs to protect 

their customers from potentially overpaying. 
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Solutions vary from allowing the end buyers to differentiate the bid prices for

first and second-price auctions to solving the problem algorithmically

without the user involvement. Yet, the most complex problem requires

further investment, as probabilistic detection of bid requests sent by various

SSPs but originating from the same ad placement, while the industry

waits for broader adoption of transaction ID.

Investments needed on the buy-side are not limited to algorithms, though.

As the adoption of header bidding is constantly growing, so does the sheer

volume of bid requests that is sent to the bidders for evaluation.

Accommodating this extra work load translates to direct investment in

technical infrastructure expansion as well as implementing smarter

and more efficient throttling solutions that previously existed

predominantly on the sell-side.

The proliferation of header bidding resulted in rising inventory processing

costs for DSPs, as they now receive impressions from multiple SSPs, all

bidding into a publisher’s wrapper solution. The infrastructure requirements

needed to process this influx of impressions, measured in queries per second

(QPS) has become a major challenge for buyers. It is necessary for DSPs to

pre-filter the inventory they don’t want to bid on. Historically this was done

via manual optimisation revolving around broad and somewhat static

constructs such as geography, platform, publisher, etc.
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4.2 Buy-Side Opportunities

The biggest benefit or opportunity of header bidding for buyers is the

increased transparency into supply-side configurations. Getting the bid

requests from all involved SSPs simultaneously, especially where ads.txt is

implemented, allows optimised bidding, be it optimisation for cost

efficiency, end-client preference or shortest path to supply. Knowing all the

SSPs involved allows the buyers to detect the intermediary tech fee levels.

Further, knowing that the winning bid equals the final settlement price in the

first-price auction allows the buy-side algorithms to predict the optimal bid

prices much better thus maximising buying efficiency. At the same time, the

ability to directly compete with guaranteed campaigns, enables previously

locked down premium-tier inventory to become available in programmatic

trading.

The addition of premium inventory and end-price composition transparency 

have increased the level of trust buyers have in programmatic as 

workarounds previously used for for second price auction “fixing” have 

become irrelevant. 
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These include:

▶ Modified clearing prices, where the price is chosen in-between first and

second highest prices

▶ Bid price reductions, where the winning price is a pre-defined fraction of

highest bid price

▶ Intelligent optimisations of floor or soft floor prices to be set as close to

the highest bid as possible before the bid requests are sent out to DSPs.

Supply path optimisation (SPO) provides an opportunity for buyers to

safeguard against the infrastructure risks that have arisen with header

bidding. SPO is a broad array of algorithmic and manual tactics covering the

entire supply chain, from publisher to advertiser. Buying through optimised

supply integrations enables buyers to effectively manage QPS (queries per

second), providing advertisers with improvements in the efficiency and

effectiveness of their media spend.

Header bidding also allows buyers to compete for programmatic ad

inventory on an even playing field and provides them with more data to help

inform forecasting and their bid strategy. When waterfall setups were still

the primary implementation for publishers, it was challenging for anyone on

the buy-side (including advertisers) to know exactly how they were

competing and buyers were at the mercy of the waterfall and the order

publishers had chosen to arrange their supply side partners (SSP) in the ad

stack. That hierarchy was usually based on an SSPs historical average CPM,

and not a real-time bid.
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This methodology didn’t allow the highest bidder to win outright, because

each bid was considered one after the other in the SSP’s predetermined

order. This approach forced publishers to leave money on the table, and

took media away from buyers whose bids weren’t always being seen, even

when they were the highest bidder. Publishers and exchanges each had

multiple tiers, and private marketplaces (PMPs) were used in different ways

across publishers and technology providers. With header bidding,

advertisers can compete in a clearer unified auction, and generally have the

opportunity to compete for every impression on an equal footing. Buyers can

see and bid on more inventory than ever before, allowing them to better

qualify how they are competing in the auction and adjust their bid strategy

for an optimal win rate. This also helps from a media planning perspective.

Over the next 12 to 24 months, buyers may begin to further realise the

effects header bidding has on their strategies. As the access point to

inventory becomes more clear, fair and organised, economics and logic will

start to prevail. This means that all buyers should compete equally on price

unless a guarantee (hard or soft) is present. As a result, large buyers could

start figuring out ways to scale guaranteed buys where it makes sense to

obtain advantage for their scale.

Further, buyers will realise that header bidding doesn’t necessarily mean

equal priority. Programmatic buyers generally still compete below direct,

but header bidding does make prioritising programmatic buys more

seamless.
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As a result, programmatic buyers will likely begin requesting prioritised

access. Lastly, buyers should see a meaningful reduction in ad fraud,

especially domain spoofing, since header bidding allows for a simplified path

to supply.

4.3 Publisher Challenges

The rationale as to why publishers should use header bidding is quite

straightforward. Adding demand to existing supply will help to increase the

value of their inventory. However, as client-side header bidding has seen

widespread adoption, a common publisher concern is page latency and its

impact on user experience. As client-side solutions require the calls to be

made from the user’s browser, a publisher must continually optimise page-

load performance as new header bidder adaptors are integrated. If a

publisher wants to add more bidders to its header bidding setup without

impacting the page latency the natural choice would be to either go with a

server-side wrapper or a hybrid approach where some bidders are integrated

client-side and some server-side. However, many are finding that the

industry is still grappling with cookie or user match rates on the server side.

Technology companies are still in the early stages of creating cross-device

maps and data consortia to help address this problem; as a result, publishers

will likely see a decline in match rates (and therefore buyer interest) when

moving to a S2S environment. Nevertheless, the Header Bidding Industry

Index (HBIX) reported that the usage of both, server-side wrappers and

hybrid solutions have increased in the US between January and June 2018.

https://adzerk.com/hbix/
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When looking in-depth at each step of the header bidding process from the

moment a user enters the website to when the ad is served publishers will

realise there are a number of potential indiscretions. To start at the

beginning, bid requests are being sent to the publishers’ header bidding

partners asynchronously but in the order specified by the publisher. That

means the bidders in the bottom of the list will have less time to respond

and are at greater risk of reaching timeout than the first, and they do not

want to increase the timeout because that will slow down the website. When

all the bidders do respond there is no guarantee that they all respond with

comparable bids as some may respond with a net bid and some with a gross

bid. Bidders might use different auction dynamics, first-price auctions or

second-price auctions. Also, the currency may vary depending on platform

and publisher settings. All of these challenges occur before the winning bid is

passed into the ad server where even more challenges are to be tackled.

All of the above is fairly easy to address. However, one of the key challenges

publishers face when starting to implement and use header bidding is when

they create multiple channels for buyers to access the same inventory. It is

common for buyers to be active on several ad exchanges simultaneously and

if a publisher sells its inventory through multiple SSPs there is a risk that

buyers end up bidding against themselves. Although it will most likely result

in revenue uplift short term, it can harm the relationship between buyers and

sellers in the long term. Since it may have a negative impact on the buyers

spend they will most likely address the problem by introducing new

technologies such as supply path optimisation (SPO) algorithms.
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This could mean that header bidding would, on the one hand, give

publishers the opportunity to access more buyers but, on the other hand,

buyers could also utilise the technology to find more cost efficient paths to

access inventory which may be less profitable for the publisher.

4.4 Publisher Opportunities

As previously mentioned, one of the key benefits and opportunities of header

bidding for publishers is that it allows them to access a much wider range of

buyers across multiple demand sources. As obvious as it may sound,

implementing multiple demand sources historically meant publishers had to

design a waterfall structure based on predicted eCPM from each ad

exchange or network - something that a lot of publishers still do. The best

way to mitigate the aforementioned page latency effects is by shifting the ad

call to each partner from the browser itself to an offline server with S2S

header bidding. By doing so, publishers can add as many partners as they

like without increasing latency with each incremental partner. And by

leveraging hybrid wrappers, publishers can test the impact of moving

demand partners from the browser to the server and make adjustments as

measured by performance.

Some of the latest developments of header bidding include the ability to

serve video or native ads as well as standard display banners. This of course

depends on which wrapper the ad server and publisher use but it opens up

great opportunities to maximise revenue for each impression and ad format.
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There are various video platforms that generate high quality video ads with

desirable CPMs just as there are various native platforms that generate high

quality native ads with desirable CPMs as well. Header bidding gives

publishers the opportunity to combine those, along with other bidders, into

a unified auction, to achieve high demand for each ad impression.

Consolidating demand of each source and ad format into a single auction

truly enables publishers to have a holistic yield approach since it allows

them to remove not only waterfall layers vertically, but also ad format silos

horizontally.

Header bidding is constantly evolving. Different type of wrappers, ad

formats, client-side vs server-side, in-app header bidding and analytics

adaptors are just some terminologies that publishers should get familiar

with before deciding on a header bidding strategy. Once a strategy has been

developed, the work of technical implementation for both ad ops and

engineers can begin. That being said, if a publisher wants to include header

bidding in their monetisation strategy, they need to invest in both

knowledge and engineering and operation resources and maintenance.

There are a lot of resources available such as:

• http://prebid.org/dev-docs/bidders.html

• http://www.adopsinsider.com/header-bidding/header-bidding-step-by-

step/

http://prebid.org/dev-docs/bidders.html
http://www.adopsinsider.com/header-bidding/header-bidding-step-by-step/
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5. KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR A 
HEADER BIDDIG STRATEGY

5.1 Considerations and Impacts for Buy-Side 

Stakeholders

While header bidding has improved buyers’ competitiveness in the auction,

there are a few important factors that should be considered when

implementing a header bidding strategy and selecting an exchange partner

as outlined below.

Supply
To make the most out of their budget and ensure brand safety, buyers

should ask their exchanges about their direct publisher relationships and

what unique supply offers they have in comparison with other exchanges.
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Fees
Buyers should insist on putting payment terms in writing to ensure

transparency in their partners’ fee structure.

Infrastructure
When evaluating exchanges, buyers need to evaluate the speed and buying

efficiency of their infrastructure. These are major factors in ensuring they can

create the best ad experience for users, and increase the impact of media

spend.

Clean inventory

Brand safety is now more important than ever before. To ensure a controlled

environment, buyers should also make sure they are partnering with

exchanges that have a thorough ad quality and verification process. Ensuring

every partner in the supply chain is taking advantage of initiatives such as

ads.txt also plays a key role in safeguarding clean inventory.

Publisher relationships
While header bidding makes it easier for buyers to purchase inventory via 

programmatic trading, publisher relationships are still an integral part of 

media buying. Buyers should consider an exchange partner who facilitates 

relationships with publishers for private marketplace (PMP) creation and to 

facilitate custom media solutions. 
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Be selective
One potential drawback of header bidding for buyers is that a single

impression may pass through several different exchanges multiple times,

which can cost buyers money and response time. The solution to this is to be

selective about which exchanges a buyer works with, narrowing it down to

only trusted partners who provide unique value.

Based on the above, there are some key questions that buyers can ask of

their partners, these are listed on the following page.
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Key questions for buyers
▶ Does the DSP support ads.txt and what level of support is offered?

▶ Does the DSP allow differentiation between direct sellers and re-sellers

when defining supply targeting rules?

▶ Has the DSP implemented support for transaction ID and final decision

flags? If so, with which supply-side platforms?

▶ Has the DSP updated its programmatic optimisation algorithms with first

price auctions in mind? If so, what are the partner’s recommendations for

fixed-bid CPM strategies?

▶ How does the DSP handle mixed auction types (i.e. when a single

campaign targets supply sold via both first and second price auctions), is

this automated or left to the programmatic specialists to solve?

▶ Has the DSP implemented supply path optimisation? If so, what

specifically gets optimised and are different commercial terms taken into

account?

To further enhance transparency, stakeholders can use the IAB Europe

Transparency Guide which provides a set of questions related to cost,

inventory source that can be asked at any point in the supply chain.

https://www.iabeurope.eu/research-thought-leadership/programmatic/iab-europe-transparency-guide/
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5.2 Considerations and Impacts for Publishers

A number of header bidding opportunities and challenges have already been

highlighted for publishers (see section 3). Which wrapper to choose, whether

to have a server-side, client-side or hybrid solution are things that publishers

must think about before going live with header bidding but apart from that

there are a number of things that are important to consider as outlined

below.

Demand partner variety
Header bidding can enable publishers to expand the number of buyers it can

access and this is what publishers should strive for when evaluating which

partners to include. The common pitfall which has already been mentioned

is that publishers tend to add multiple channels for the same buyers which

could have a negative impact on revenues long term. The goal in terms of

demand partners should be to maximise reach and if a publisher wants to

get the most out of the technology they should ensure that advertisers only

can access their inventory through a single demand source. Otherwise there

is a risk they end up bidding against themselves.

Resources and support

When implementing a header bidding strategy, it’s important for a publisher

to consider the internal resources and header bidding expertise they have

available to oversee the initiative.
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If a publisher has tech resources to spare and the in-house time and

expertise to implement, augment and optimise, they can consider an open

source header bidding partner. If they don’t have resources to dedicate to

the implementation, analysis and performance of their header bidder, they

could consider a managed service.

Auction dynamics
Nailing the auction dynamic is crucial in order for publishers to get the

highest bid from all the header bidding partners as well as making it

transparent for the buyers. Bidders have increasingly changed their auction

mechanics from second-price auction to first-price auction either by default,

or by publisher choice. One reason behind this is to increase the

transparency for both buyers and sellers.

The image below illustrates how the winning bid can differ between using

first-price auction and second-price auction mechanics. The winning bid in a

second-price auction is actually the fourth highest bid plus one cent.

Header 
Bidding 
Wrapper

Bidder 1

Bidder 2

Bidder 3

Highest bid €5.00
Second highest bid €1.00 

Highest bid €2.00
Second highest bid €1.50 

Highest bid €3.00
Second highest bid €1.00 

Winning bid 
First price auction:  
€5.00 – the highest 
big among all buyers

Second price 
auction:  
€1.51 – the fourth 
highest bid
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Not only does second-price auction result in lower yield for the publisher but

it also makes the auction logic unpredictable for buyers.

Auction dynamic consistency
The beauty of header bidding is that the publishers can integrate additional

demand sources and still follow the standard rules of programmatic where

the highest bidding buyer wins. To do so, publishers must ensure that

auction dynamics are consistent across all demand sources but also that the

setup in the ad server puts header bidding demand on the same

hierarchy. This will benefit the publisher in terms of maximising revenues

but also the buy-side as they will not be forced into certain sales channels

due to demand hierarchy reasons.

Yield optimisation
Consolidating demand across both banner, native and video formats is

something that can enable publishers to achieve true holistic yield. Unifying

demand across all ad formats is something that many SSPs master already

but the potential with header bidding in terms of inventory optimisation is

that niche video ad platforms and native ad platforms can compete along

with the publishers’ other demand sources for every single impression. The

publisher gains full control and can offer all impressions to all partners at the

same time, and let the header bidding auction decide the winner, and pass it

to the ad server to be served on the site.
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To optimise the setup and perform yield management there is a need to

have full insight into the auction dynamic, this can be done by adding third

party reporting into the header bidding solution, to gain insight in the

partners and their performance. By looking into bid rates, responses,

timeouts, price and win rates, the publisher will be able to adjust the setup

based on valid statistics.

Choosing a solution
When deciding on a solution, it’s important to make sure, that all needs in

the solution design are covered. The ad server still makes the final decision

on the delivery, and there needs to be a smooth connection between the

header bidding solution and the ad server.

An analysis of the required resources for the implementation must be

undertaken, for example should it be a standard solution or is there a need

for custom solution to fulfil the needs.

There are some key questions that publishers can ask to help with deciding

which solution to choose, these are listed on the following page.
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Key questions for publishers
▶ Improving monetisation: Does the wrapper offer access to a broad set of

exchange partners, SSPs, unique demand, and support for PMP? A sound

wrapper solution must provide access to the right kind of demand for the

publisher’s needs. This includes access by inventory type (desktop, tablet,

mobile), content type and audience composition.

▶ Accommodating hybrid models: Can the wrapper manage both client-

side and server-side header bidding in one solution? Publishers need the

flexibility to have both options to maximise the number of partners they

can work with and easily manage performance issues. Otherwise, they

may be creating new complications by running multiple wrapper solutions

simultaneously, just as they have been doing with multiple header

bidders.

▶ Simplifying operations: Is there an intuitive user interface for easily

configuring and optimising demand partners without development work

and code pushes? Does the wrapper offer dedicated account and technical

support teams? Managing a wrapper must enable agile action. Publishers

don’t want to have to send a job ticket or an email to schedule work, when

they can do it more effectively and efficiently.
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Key questions for publishers
▶ Robust reporting and analytics: Is there built-in, centralised reporting

functionality for all demand partners with actionable insights such as

latency, bid activity and revenue reports? Publishers should look for

solutions with the ability to provide timely, unified and robust reporting

and analytics. They must be able to easily understand what is happening

with the business and use that information to make smart optimisation

choices. It’s especially vital that all the data live in one place, with simple

access. Publisher’s don’t want to have to wait for a report with a two-day

lag when their buyers are working in real-time.

▶ Transparency: Does the wrapper offer an open infrastructure to increase

transparency, independence, scalability and the critical ability to run a fair

auction based on publishers’ defined rules? Is it based on a standardised

and open source technology like prebid? In order to drive the most

revenue and have a clear understanding of their header bidder, publishers

need to select a wrapper partner that can prove their transparency. This

transparency should be evident in all aspects of their business – including

clear fee structures disclosed in contracts, auditable logs, clear auction

dynamics and handling of multiple header bidders.

▶ Fees: Are the fees clearly outlined? When choosing a header bidding

partner, publishers should make sure that there are no hidden fees. There

should be no surprise costs as the technology develops and they bring new

support features to market, such as reporting or identity.

http://prebid.org/
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Key questions for publishers
▶ Fairness: Does the wrapper evaluate each bid based on equal criteria?

There are many factors to consider when a header bidder evaluates a bid,

including:

o Are all bidders competing based on net, not gross, prices?

o Is everyone leveraging a similar auction strategy? (for instance, first

price or second price auctions.) If not, is fair competition being

enabled?

o Is everyone on the same time out? This is a significant factor in

balancing revenue and user experience.

o Are there any header bidders directly on the page? If so, they may

have a huge advantage in escaping timeouts, a competitive edge in

pricing and potentially allowing less time for other bidders.

o Are all bidders competing on an equal level in the ad server?

▶ Future-looking: A header bidding provider should be working to evolve

and integrate new technologies that will increase the value of

programmatic impressions, such as a robust identity strategy for

increasing user matching.
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Publishers should insist on an open and transparent marketplace to ensure

they and their SSPs can have confidence in the fairness of the auction. There

are also meaningful operational and technical benefits to a solution that is

open source. Open source wrappers make it easier for publishers and

monetisation partners to proactively identify and correct issues. They also

allow for shared best practices for set up and troubleshooting, providing for

rapid resolutions when issues do arise.
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6. SUMMARY AND THE FUTURE OF 
PROGRAMMATIC AUCTION 

DYNAMICS
While server-side header bidding development has moved forward, the

adoption is still slow. It is, however, seen as a unified way for header bidding

across different formats and screens, thus publishers will soon find it easier

to apply similar techniques across all of their assets including mobile in-app,

native advertising, accelerated mobile pages and digital outdoor screens.

It is still expected, that every vendor participating in header bidding auctions

will adopt transactions IDs as well as identification of whether the SSP is

able to make the final decision or if it is laying in the upstream source.

Having this information, the DSPs could better optimise the trading and

implement suitable supply path optimisations without sacrificing the quality

and leaving more advertising money for the publishers.
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All of the above will lead to full first-price auction adoption and

enhance transparency in the programmatic advertising ecosystem. Further

guidance on enhancing transparency in the digital advertising supply chain

can be found in the IAB Europe Transparency Guide. The guide provides

questions for each stakeholder category to be asked at different stages of

the supply chain.

https://www.iabeurope.eu/research-thought-leadership/programmatic/iab-europe-transparency-guide/
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